Introduction {#sec1}
============

Current theories of trustworthiness perception widely assume that trustworthiness is processed implicitly, that is without needing explicit impression formation instructions ([@ref52]; [@ref20]; [@ref48]; [@ref50]; [@ref56]). This assumption seems intuitively plausible given the nature of trustworthiness perception in everyday life: we form split-second evaluations of trustworthiness when meeting new people ([@ref52]) and the trustworthiness of a face has been found to affect court rulings, financial lending and even leadership choices ([@ref28]; [@ref29]). However, current theories of trustworthiness perception are almost entirely founded on research that explicitly requires individuals to form impressions (see [@ref1t], for a review). Moreover, it has recently been questioned whether trustworthiness is perceived implicitly or not ([@ref53]; [@ref38]; [@ref19]). A demonstration of implicit processing of trustworthiness would therefore have important implications for current theory: if implicit trustworthiness can be demonstrated, these widespread assumptions are validated. If not, or if implicit and explicit trustworthiness processing diverges, then this important theoretical gap needs to be accounted for.

Behavioral investigations of memory for faces have found evidence for and against the implicit encoding of trustworthiness. [@ref19]) used the 'who said what' paradigm ([@ref45]) to test whether facial trustworthiness was implicitly encoded in memory. This paradigm measures the extent to which people use facial (or other) cues to remember who said a particular statement, thereby measuring whether that cue was potentially spontaneously encoded in memory. People were more likely to misattribute statements made by trustworthy-looking speakers to other trustworthy-looking speakers, rather than to untrustworthy-looking speakers. This finding suggests that facial trustworthiness was implicitly coded and was used to categorize individuals ([@ref19]), although participants could have also been using trustworthiness cues strategically, to aid memory. In contrast, [@ref38]) did not find evidence for implicit trustworthiness perception in an elegant study based on the 'isolation effect' ([@ref49]; [@ref17]). The isolation effect reflects better memory for items (e.g. female faces) surrounded by those from a different category instead of the same category (e.g. male instead of female faces). Isolation effects were found for age and gender, but not for trustworthiness, indicating that trustworthiness was not perceived implicitly ([@ref38]).

A few event-related potential (ERP) studies have now investigated the time course and temporal dynamics of trustworthiness processing ([@ref54]; [@ref7]). However, the ERP components involved in trustworthiness processing are not currently well defined ([@ref54]). In addition, most ERP studies have involved explicit trustworthiness ratings, with two notable exceptions. [@ref21]) asked participants to view trustworthy and untrustworthy faces without judging trustworthiness. Larger amplitudes were found in late positive potentials over centro-parietal areas for untrustworthy than trustworthy faces, suggesting implicit trustworthiness processing at 500--800 ms after face onset ([@ref21]). Given that the effects were observed at a relatively late ERP component, they could potentially reflect semantic rather than early visual processing ([@ref40]). [@ref7]) also recorded ERPs while participants judged either the trustworthiness (explicit condition) or gender (implicit condition) of faces. Implicit processing was found at the level of the face-sensitive N170 over occipito-temporal areas, but only for female trustworthy and male untrustworthy faces. In contrast, effects of explicit, but not implicit, trustworthiness processing were found in the early posterior negativity at 230--280 ms after face onset ([@ref7]). Therefore, there is some evidence for implicit coding of trustworthiness from ERP research, but ERP components of implicit trustworthiness perception appear somewhat inconsistent across paradigms.

Finally, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has shown that different blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signals are elicited by faces that vary in trustworthiness, even in the absence of explicit trustworthiness judgements ([@ref53]; [@ref10]; [@ref46]; [@ref24]). Differences have primarily been observed in the amygdala, which possibly suggests affective processes beyond initial visual encoding ([@ref53]; [@ref10]). Interestingly, more recent studies have also observed BOLD signal differences in response to face trustworthiness in the occipital visual cortex ([@ref46]; [@ref24]). These latter results are particularly striking, as they suggest that implicit trustworthiness processing may occur not only in the amygdala, as previous research has shown, but also in areas traditionally considered to be basic face processing regions ([@ref15]). What remains unclear is the precise relationship among these areas and the potential pathways and directions along which trustworthiness information is passed.

To summarize, findings from behavioral, ERP and neuroimaging paradigms are conflicting, leading to an unresolved debate as to whether trustworthiness is processed implicitly ([@ref53]; [@ref38]; [@ref19]). Moreover, no clear ERP component has been consistently associated with trustworthiness processing. One problem for the field is the lack of a reliable, objective marker of face trustworthiness processing. Developing such a marker would greatly help to address this current theoretical debate. It would allow the testing of populations that struggle to verbalize, understand or remember trustworthiness judgements, which is important given the rising interest in understanding trustworthiness processing in children and other special populations ([@ref11]; [@ref27]; [@ref44]).

A potential solution lies with a technique, fast periodic visual stimulation (FPVS), that has recently been used to great effect in investigating implicit face perception, such as discriminating facial identity ([@ref34]). FPVS is used in conjunction with electroencephalography (EEG) frequency analyses of the steady-state visual evoked potential ([@ref31]). In a face perception FVPS paradigm, face images are rapidly presented at a predetermined rate (e.g. 6 images/s, resulting in a frequency of 6 Hz). Within this sequence, a sub-group of images that differ from the others on a certain attribute (e.g. identity) is presented at a different, oddball rate (e.g. once per second/every sixth face, resulting in a frequency of 1 Hz). If the brain is sensitive to the attribute varying at the oddball frequency, then a peak in amplitude will be present in the EEG signal at that frequency. The FPVS paradigm has recently been successfully used to investigate the neural discrimination of facial identity ([@ref34]), facial emotion ([@ref8]; [@ref57]; [@ref13]) and, more recently, higher level socio-cognitive processes such as attractiveness discrimination ([@ref23]), visual perspective taking ([@ref2]) and semantic categorization ([@ref41]).

Critically, during FPVS, processing is measured concurrently, and there is need for explicit instructions neither to judge the faces nor to hold faces in memory. As FPVS involves frequency tagging, responses occur at a predefined frequency without requiring knowledge of the specific processing components involved ([@ref22]; [@ref34]). In this way, FPVS has a high degree of objectivity and specificity. The frequency response that results from FPVS has a high signal-to-noise ratio, making it highly reliable ([@ref22]). Finally, another benefit of FPVS is that it can be applied to examine neural responses at the individual level, without the expense of neuroimaging. Taken together, these characteristics make FPVS an ideal technique for understanding implicit face perception. Here, we use FPVS to examine whether facial trustworthiness perception can occur implicitly at the group and individual level.

The present study {#sec2}
-----------------

The primary aim of this study is to use FVPS for the first time to investigate whether facial trustworthiness can be processed implicitly. To do this, we utilize an oddball FPVS paradigm, inspired by recent studies on facial identity ([@ref34]) and facial emotion ([@ref57]). We focus on measuring whether trustworthiness processing can occur in areas associated with face perception (e.g. occipito-temporal cortex: [@ref15]), given the recent fMRI literature suggesting that occipito-temporal cortex may subserve these higher order judgements ([@ref46]; [@ref24]). We expect that the visual cortex will be sensitive to visual changes in trustworthiness, which should induce an amplitude spike in neural activity at the trustworthiness oddball frequency and its harmonics.

A secondary aim is to assess the potential for the FVPS technique to be used in the future as a neural marker of trustworthiness processing at the individual level. If the technique can capture stable individual responses, it could be used in developmental, clinical or individual differences research, which is important given the rising interest in understanding trustworthiness processing in these fields ([@ref16]; [@ref11]; [@ref27]; [@ref44]). To this end, we investigate whether there are any stable individual differences in the neural discrimination response to facial trustworthiness, by measuring test--retest reliability. Finally, we also test whether neural trustworthiness discrimination correlates with explicit impressions of trustworthiness.

Materials and methods {#sec3}
=====================

Participants {#sec4}
------------

The final sample consisted of 31 participants (14 males, ages ranging from 18 to 42, *M* = 24 years, s.d. = 6 years). Sample size was based on a power analysis (conducted in R, version 3.6.1). We used the effect size (*d* = 1.16) from a conceptually related face perception oddball FPVS study ([@ref2]). The power analysis showed that 28 participants were needed to find this effect size with 0.99 power for *P* ≤ 0.05. Participants were students at the University of Western Australia (*N* = 14) or recruited from the wider community (*N* = 17). Only Caucasian participants were tested to control for potential other-race effects ([@ref14]), as Caucasian face stimuli were used. The study was approved by the University of Western Australia human ethics committee.

Stimuli {#sec5}
-------

Twenty pairs of faces, each consisting of a trustworthy and an untrustworthy version of the same face identity, were taken from a database of computer-generated FaceGen images (for original trustworthiness ratings, see [@ref47]). Faces were forward-facing with direct gaze. Only male-looking faces were chosen, as previous research has shown interaction effects between gender and trustworthiness of faces ([@ref7]; [@ref43]). Trustworthy faces had a level of +1 s.d. on the trustworthiness dimension, while untrustworthy faces had a level of −3 s.d. This asymmetry was as a precaution, due to the concern that increasing trustworthiness further made the male faces start to look androgynous or female.

Faces were converted to greyscale, and then luminance and contrast adjusted to the average of all images using the SHINE toolbox ([@ref51]) in MATLAB R2017b (The MathWorks, USA), to control for low-level features of the face images driving the neural responses ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, face image size was jittered across presentations within sequences (ranging from 80 to 120% in 2% steps in each sequence) to avoid low-level adaptation.

![Example (A) trustworthy and (B) untrustworthy oddball FPVS sequences. Images were shown at a frequency of 6 Hz, with oddball images shown at a frequency of 1 Hz. Thus, the sequence of five untrustworthy base (UT) face images was followed by one trustworthy oddball (T) (and vice versa for trustworthy oddball sequences). Faces were shown using a square wave function with a 100% duty cycle such that the next face appeared as soon as the previous face disappeared. There were equal numbers of trustworthy and untrustworthy oddball sequences in each block of the task.](nsaa043f1){#f1}

Procedure {#sec6}
---------

An FPVS oddball paradigm was used ([@ref22]; see [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Five trustworthy faces were presented in sequence, followed by an untrustworthy oddball face (or vice versa) so that facial trustworthiness changed at 1 Hz within a base rate of 6 Hz. All 20 face identities were shown equally often as base and oddball faces across the different sequences to avoid trustworthiness being confounded with identity. Thus, there were five trustworthy oddball sequences and five untrustworthy oddball sequences, each consisting of 20 face identities as base images (e.g. trustworthy or untrustworthy) and four face identities as oddball images (e.g. untrustworthy or trustworthy, respectively). Each sequence lasted 40 s, consisting of 240 faces (10 repetitions of the 20 base identity faces and 10 repetitions of the four oddball faces, with a different set of faces shown depending on the trial). An inverted condition was also included, which was identical to the upright condition but with the faces rotated 180^o^. Inverting a face disrupts face-selective processing while keeping the processing of low-level features intact ([@ref33]; [@ref35]; [@ref55]). Critically, comparing the inverted condition with the upright condition serves to test whether the neural response was face-selective, while also controlling for low-level visual influences (e.g. local luminance, contrast, spatial frequency, angle or curvature). When testing individual differences, the inverted condition was used as a baseline to avoid confounding differences in general neural responsiveness, extraneous electrical noise, and so on. In total, there were 10 upright sequences and 10 inverted sequences.

Faces were presented using a square wave function with a 100% duty cycle. That is, each face was shown at full contrast for the full duration of each cycle of the square wave (167 ms, i.e. 1000 ms/6 faces), with the next face appearing immediately. To help maintain attention throughout each trial, participants were asked to press a key whenever the central fixation cross changed to a square, which happened eight times during each sequence at random time points. Importantly, participants were only instructed to complete the fixation task and look at the faces. No judgements relating to trustworthiness, or otherwise, were asked in response to the faces during the FPVS task. The FPVS task was run using a custom java-based program.

In order to measure test--retest reliability, we repeated the entire task across a second, identical, block and calculated the correlation between neural trustworthiness discrimination responses across two blocks across the participants. To allow us to best capture any individual differences, face sequences were shown in the same pseudorandom order across all participants.

After the FPVS tasks were completed, participants were asked to explicitly rate the trustworthiness of the faces on a scale of 1--9 (1 = not at all trustworthy to 9 = extremely trustworthy) using Qualtrics (Provo, UT). The rating task served as a manipulation check and allowed us to compare neural responses with explicit judgements of trustworthiness. The experiment took approximately 60 min, including 15 min to set up the EEG.

EEG analyses {#sec7}
------------

### EEG acquisition {#sec8}

EEG data were recorded using a 64-channel Biosemi ActiveTwo system (Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands), using the extended 10--20 layout (see [http://biosemi.com/pics/cap_64_layout_medium.jpg](http://biosemi.com/pics/cap_64_layout_medium.jpeg)). The Biosemi DRL/CMS circuit was used as the recording reference (<http://biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm>). Electrode offsets were kept below 30 mV. The EEG recording was digitized at 2048 Hz and then down-sampled to a rate of 512 Hz.

### EEG pre-processing {#sec9}

The EEG recordings were analyzed using Letswave 6 (<http://www.nocions.org/letswave6>) running over MATLAB 2017b (MathWorks, USA). Standard FPVS processing procedures were followed ([@ref36]; [@ref32]; [@ref13]). EEG waveforms from both blocks were merged for the main analyses. Each block was analyzed separately for test--retest reliability analysis. The EEG data were initially bandpass-filtered at a high-pass cut-off of 0.1 Hz and a low-pass cut-off of 120 Hz, using a Butterworth filter (order 4). Electrical line noise was also filtered out at 50 Hz plus two harmonics with a fast Fourier transform multi-notch filter. Data were then segmented with an additional 2 s baseline before and after the sequences (−2 to 42 s). Four participants were identified who on average blinked more than 0.2 times/s during the 40 s stimulation sequences, using a blink detection plugin for Letswave. This criterion was chosen based on previous FPVS studies ([@ref32]; [@ref13]). For these individuals, blink corrections were applied using an independent component analysis with a square matrix ([@ref32]). Across all participants, three instances of excessively noisy channels (channels with amplitude deviations greater than 200 μV) occurred and were replaced with the average of three neighboring channels using interpolation. No more than one channel was interpolated per participant.

All 64 channels were re-referenced to the average of all 64 electrodes and then re-segmented to the last presentation of the oddball (i.e. 40 s). Initial analyses showed similar responses regardless of oddball type. Thus, waveforms were averaged across both trustworthy and untrustworthy oddball conditions to improve the SNR of the recordings. The data were then averaged across trials, within the upright and inverted conditions, resulting in two waveforms for each subject (or four waveforms when looking at each block separately). These waveforms were then transformed to the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform filter. When comparing responses across participants and conditions, baseline corrections were applied. This correction took the form of a baseline subtraction in which the average of the 20 surrounding bins, excluding the immediately adjacent bins and the local maximum and minimum amplitude bins, was subtracted from the bin of interest (x' = x-baseline) ([@ref36]). This procedure was carried out to control for differences in baseline noise across participants and across the frequency spectrum within participants. When determining the significance of frequency-locked responses, z-scores were calculated \[z = (x-baseline)/standard deviation of the baseline\]. Baselines were defined using the same bin range as the baseline subtraction described above, with the exception that the minimum and maximum amplitude bins were now also included to provide a more conservative test of significance ([@ref36]). We focused our analysis on a pre-defined right occipito-temporal region of interest (ROI), comprising electrodes over scalp regions previously shown to be associated with face processing (electrodes P8, P10 and PO8: [@ref6]; [@ref32]).

When performing group-level analyses, the SNR spectra were grand-averaged across participants, separately for upright and inverted conditions. For significance testing, z-scores were computed from the amplitude spectra grand-averaged across participants, separately for each condition. When comparing amplitudes, the sum of the baseline-subtracted harmonics (including the fundamental 1 Hz oddball frequency) was used. Harmonics up to and including the last significant consecutive harmonic (the eight harmonic, i.e. 8 Hz) were summed for both upright and inverted conditions. We excluded the 6 Hz presentation frequency as this frequency represents the generic face detection response.

Results {#sec10}
=======

Manipulation and attention check {#sec11}
--------------------------------

As expected, the trustworthiness face manipulation was successful. The trustworthy faces were explicitly rated as significantly more trustworthy (*M* = 6.56, *s.d.* = 0.5) than the untrustworthy faces (*M* = 3.9, *s.d.* = 0.4), *t*(30) = 2.41, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 5.82.

Participants also passed the attention check, with a mean detection rate of fixation cross changes of 99% and a minimum of 93% across participants.

A neural discrimination response to facial trustworthiness {#sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------

If individuals are able to perceive trustworthiness implicitly, they should show a neural discrimination response to facial trustworthiness, indicated by signals at the fundamental oddball frequency and its harmonics. There was no significant difference in the strength of the neural response between the trustworthy and untrustworthy oddball sequences in the upright condition: *t*(30) = −0.67, *P* = 0.51. Therefore, these two conditions were collapsed to form one trustworthiness oddball signal during the precise segmentation of the epochs, which was used in further analyses. Critically, the fundamental frequency (1 Hz) and each of the harmonics (2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 Hz) were significant in the upright condition ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that facial trustworthiness can be processed implicitly.

###### 

Z-scores for the fundamental frequency and harmonics (up to the eighth harmonic) at the ROI (electrodes P8, PO8 and P10)

             1 Hz     2 Hz         3 Hz         4 Hz         5 Hz         7 Hz         8 Hz
  ---------- -------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ----------
  Upright    1.65\*   3.98\*\*\*   8.53\*\*\*   5.75\*\*\*   6.00\*\*\*   2.63\*\*\*   2.30\*\*
  Inverted   -0.39    2.45\*\*     0.42         0.27         1.42         1.97\*       2.36\*\*

Note: \*\*\* *P* \< 0.001, \*\* *P* \< 0.01, \* *P* \< 0.05 (one-tailed).

We then calculated the absolute strength of the oddball signal, by taking the sum of the fundamental frequency and its significant harmonics. This summed oddball response represents the strength of the neural response to changes in facial trustworthiness. The summed trustworthiness oddball response was used to compare upright and inverted faces and for analyses at the individual participant level. The summed oddball response in the upright condition was significant (*z* = 7.24, *P* \< 0.001), also indicative of implicit processing of trustworthiness. Consistent with the absence of an interaction with the trustworthiness condition, the summed oddball was also significant across both the untrustworthy (*z* = 4.26, *P* \< 0.001) and trustworthy (*z* = 3.27, *P* \< 0.001) upright oddball conditions.

To demonstrate that the trustworthiness discrimination response for upright faces was not due to low-level visual differences of the stimuli, we examined the inverted face condition. Importantly, the summed oddball response was not significant in the inverted condition, *z* = 1.30, *P* = 0.97, nor was there a consistent pattern of significant amplitude spikes in the inverted condition at individual frequencies of interest ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}, also see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, the summed oddball response was significantly higher in the upright (*M* = 0.28, *s.d.* = 0.31) compared with the inverted (*M* = 0.07, *s.d.* = 0.16) condition across participants, *t*(30) = 3.78, *P* \< 0.001, indicating that low-level visual stimuli differences cannot account for the trustworthiness neural discrimination response. Oddball responses and scalp topographies for both upright and inverted conditions are shown in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Oddball response amplitude spectra and scalp topographies for the (A) upright and (B) inverted conditions. Top row: baseline subtracted amplitude spectra, collapsed across both trustworthy and untrustworthy oddball face stimuli at the right occipito-temporal ROI. This ROI consists of electrodes P8, PO8 and P10 (z-scores for each electrode are in [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Bottom row: scalp topographies for the overall trustworthiness oddball response (sum of fundamental oddball frequency and its significant harmonics), grand averaged across participants (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for topographies for each harmonic). Note that the 6 Hz response reflects the generic face detection response rather than the trustworthiness discrimination response and is not included in the sum of harmonics. \* *P* \< 0.05. All z-value tests report one-tailed *P* values, which are appropriate here as the signal is only ever meaningful above zero.](nsaa043f2){#f2}

In addition to the right occipito-temporal ROI chosen as our focal analysis due to its importance in face processing, several other regions also had significant responses to trustworthiness ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). These channels were either close to the ROI, located near the base of the scalp or located over the left occipito-temporal face processing areas. Tentatively, this pattern may suggest that the processing of trustworthiness is not localized to the right face processing areas but extends to the left-hemispheric face processing areas and potentially other visual areas of the brain as well. However, inspection of the scalp topographies indicates that the strongest activity is found over the right occipito-temporal region.

Individual neural discrimination responses {#sec13}
------------------------------------------

The secondary aim of the study was to explore the potential to use FPVS to identify a reliable neural marker for facial trustworthiness perception at the individual level. Thus, we calculated test--retest reliability at the individual participant level by correlating the oddball response in the upright condition between the first and second FVPS blocks, which were identical in terms of stimulus presentation ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the individual scalp topographies for each block). Test--retest reliability was reasonably good: *r*(30) = 0.499, *P* = 0.004, *N* = 31, indicating that the trustworthiness neural discrimination response is a moderately stable construct. To control for individual factors and low-level differences between stimuli, we also calculated the reliability of the upright condition after residualising for the inverted condition ([@ref5]). That is, we ran a linear regression using the upright condition responses as the dependent variable and the inverted condition responses as the independent variable. The residuals obtained from this procedure measure the variance in the upright condition after controlling for the control (inverted) condition. We correlated these residuals across blocks, which showed moderate test--retest reliability (*r* = 0.303, *P* = 0.098, *N* = 31).

![Scalp topographies of the normalized sum of the harmonics for each participant ([@ref25]). Of each set, the top row represents Block 1 and the bottom row represents Block 2, both for upright faces. \* *P* \< 0.05, \*\* *P* \< 0.01, \*\*\* *P* \< 0.001 (one tailed). The color bar represents the magnitude of neural activation, with 0 μV as the minimum, and the participants' individual largest magnitude response as the maximum. Hotter colors represent stronger activation.](nsaa043f3){#f3}

Additionally, we also calculated internal reliability by splitting the sequences in half. Five sequences were randomly selected, with three sequences belonging to one oddball condition and two belonging to the other (i.e. three trustworthy and two untrustworthy oddball sequences correlated against two trustworthy and three untrustworthy oddball sequences). This method also showed a good reliability (*r* = 0.67, *P* \< 0.0001, *N* = 31). Using residuals based on regressing out the inverted condition responses from the upright condition responses also showed a good internal reliability (*r* = 0.67, *P* \< 0.0001, *N* = 31).

We also ascertained that there was individual variation in the neural oddball response to trust (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the z-scores of each individual participant for upright and inverted faces, which for upright faces range from −1.04 to 7.82), with largest responses to upright faces primarily localized to the right occipito-temporal region ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). We then calculated the average trustworthiness rating from the face rating task for each participant and correlated these average ratings with the neural oddball response across participants. We found a significant negative correlation between the explicit trustworthiness ratings for the face stimuli, and the neural trustworthiness discrimination response (after residualizing for the inverted condition: *r* = −0.41, *P* = 0.023). Neural responses were stronger (i.e. discrimination was greater) for participants who rated faces as less trustworthy overall. There were no other significant correlations between explicit trustworthiness ratings (ratings of high trust faces, low trust faces or their difference) and the neural trustworthiness discrimination response (all *r* \< −0.34 all *P* \> 0.06).

Discussion {#sec14}
==========

We investigated whether facial trustworthiness can be perceived implicitly, applying a novel methodology to this question in the form of an FPVS paradigm in conjunction with EEG. Significant neural responses were observed at frequencies corresponding to a visual change in trustworthiness, indicating that trustworthiness can be perceived implicitly. The neural discrimination response was significantly reduced and became non-significant when faces were inverted, indicating that the response represented high-level face processing, and was not solely due to low-level visual differences between the stimuli. Furthermore, we found that the neural trustworthiness discrimination response was reliable, and found preliminary evidence to suggest that the response was associated with explicit trustworthiness ratings. Crucially, our results help address a recent theoretical debate ([@ref53]; [@ref38]; [@ref19]) by demonstrating that face trustworthiness can be processed implicitly. Moreover, our study contributes to methodology by demonstrating that this technique can identify individual implicit trustworthiness perception, which will aid future clinical, developmental and individual differences research.

Our findings provide an important source of converging evidence with behavioral, EEG and fMRI studies that have found evidence for implicit processing of trustworthiness ([@ref53]; [@ref10]; [@ref19]; [@ref21]). However, our results vary from those of [@ref38]), who did not find evidence for implicit trustworthiness perception with an isolation effect memory paradigm. Our FPVS paradigm differs from previously used designs; in that, it may be particularly sensitive to implicit processing, as it does not rely on memory, and can measure aspects of face perception objectively by pre-specifying where in the neural signal, the response should occur ([@ref36]). Therefore, FPVS does not require the prior knowledge of the specific ERP processing components involved in trustworthiness perception, which are currently not well defined ([@ref54]). Importantly, our results particularly support recent findings that face selective brain regions are also involved in trustworthiness processing ([@ref46]; [@ref24]), as our neural trustworthiness discrimination response was localized over areas typically understood to be associated with face processing.

The secondary aim of our study was to determine whether FPVS could be applied to identify a novel neural marker for trustworthiness perception. A recent study has shown surprisingly high disagreement between individuals in their perceptions of social traits including trustworthiness, finding that as much as half of the variance in facial trustworthiness impressions is due to unique differences specific to the observer ([@ref16]). However, individual differences in trustworthiness perception are still poorly understood. Critically, we did find that the FPVS measure was reliable and presented good variability across participants, allowing future research to use this technique to test individual differences in trustworthiness processing. Compared with fMRI, EEG is relatively inexpensive and more accessible, making FPVS ideal for large-scale individual difference studies.

We also found that participants who rated faces as less trustworthy showed stronger neural trustworthiness discrimination. People in general are more sensitive to differences in untrustworthy faces than perceptually equivalent differences in trustworthy faces, suggesting that untrustworthiness is especially salient, likely due to its relevance for threat detection ([@ref30]). Moreover, individuals who are more chronically untrusting (i.e. sensitive to being victimized by others; [@ref39]) are more sensitive to untrustworthiness cues ([@ref12]). Thus, people who are chronically less trusting will find more faces to be untrustworthy and may therefore also show stronger neural trustworthiness discrimination. Future research could confirm this idea by relating neural trustworthiness discrimination to individual differences in chronic trusting disposition.

Finally, our results also validate the future use of FVPS for testing trust perception in populations that would otherwise prove difficult to examine due to the limitations of typical verbal paradigms. We have shown that the FPVS task can track trustworthiness perception without requiring any verbal responses or semantic understanding of trustworthiness, making it an ideal method of testing preverbal children, or clinical populations who show difficulties in verbal or cognitive abilities. This methodological advance is important, as there has been growing interest in tracking the development of trust perception ([@ref11]; [@ref27]), as well as clinical differences ([@ref44]).

Future research directions {#sec15}
--------------------------

The use of FVPS to investigate high-level social attributes is an emerging field of research ([@ref2]; [@ref23]), and our results further establish the robust applicability of FPVS for higher level social face attributes such as trustworthiness. Importantly, there are many other higher level face attributes and social traits that could be investigated with FVPS. For example, future research could apply the FPVS paradigm to test the implicit perception of other key face dimensions taken from leading theoretical models, such as dominance or shyness ([@ref30]; [@ref4]).

An important open question is which facial cues are driving the implicit neural trustworthiness discrimination response that we observed. It is likely that the trustworthiness dimension represents a combination of values across many different facial attributes (e.g. spacing of facial features, age and masculinity: see [@ref1v]). However, it is important to note that the faces used in the task represent faces chosen to maximally vary on trustworthiness, rather than other key facial dimensions, such as attractiveness or dominance ([@ref1t]). Stimuli were also tightly controlled to minimize other potential confounding factors that may affect facial trustworthiness perception, including face identity, emotion, gender and ethnicity, as well as low-level confounds, such as color, contrast and luminance. Given that FPVS measures whether the brain is responsive to any visual differences between the images presented, this approach was particularly important in the current study. However, the kinds of faces that people see in everyday life are naturally far more varied, and face perception research is increasingly incorporating more naturalistic face images ([@ref18]; [@ref42]; [@ref21]). One downside of using tightly controlled stimuli is that it minimizes facial cues that people would typically use to judge trustworthiness (e.g. gender: [@ref43]). Future research could use the FVPS technique as a way to further understand trustworthiness perception, by systematically varying facial cues in order to understand their relative importance or by comparing controlled and naturalistic face images ([@ref3]).

Conclusions {#sec16}
===========

In conclusion, we demonstrated implicit trustworthiness perception using FVPS, advancing an important theoretical debate in the field. Moreover, our study provides an important methodological contribution, as we show that the neural trustworthiness discrimination response is reliable and shows variability at the individual level, opening the door to studies on individual differences and with special populations. As the field moves away from focusing on explicit perceptions ([@ref1]), our study helps to provide new ways of investigating implicit trustworthiness perception and potentially other high-level social face attributes. Taken together, our results demonstrate the robust applicability of FPVS for investigating higher level social attributes, corroborating the growing use of this technique to inform our understanding of face processing, a critical aspect of human social cognition.
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